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Disarmament: Trend is down – but too gradually
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Fact Sheet 

Increasing Transparency in the U.S. Nuclear Weapons Stockpile 

 

The United States is releasing newly declassified information on the U.S. nuclear weapons 

stockpile.  Increasing the transparency of global nuclear stockpiles is important to non-

proliferation efforts, and to pursuing follow-on reductions after the ratification and entry into 

force of the New START Treaty that cover all nuclear weapons: deployed and non-deployed, 

strategic and non-strategic. 

Stockpile.  As of September 30, 2009, the U.S. stockpile of nuclear weapons consisted of 5,113 

warheads.  This number represents an 84 percent reduction from the stockpile’s maximum 

(31,255) at the end of fiscal year 1967, and over a 75 percent reduction from its level (22,217) 

when the Berlin Wall fell in late 1989.  The below figure shows the U.S. nuclear stockpile from 

1945 through September 30, 2009.  

Warhead Dismantlement.  From fiscal years 1994 through 2009, the United States dismantled 

8,748 nuclear warheads.  Several thousand additional nuclear weapons are currently retired!and 

awaiting dismantlement. 

Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons.  The number of U.S. non-strategic nuclear weapons declined 

by approximately 90 percent from September 30, 1991 to September 30, 2009. 
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Cuban Missile Crisis

Max Warheads: 31,255

Dissolution of Warsaw Pact

USSR Disbands

*Includes active and inactive warheads.  Several thousand additional nuclear warheads are retired and awaiting dismantlement.

Fiscal Years

U.S. Nuclear Weapons Stockpile, 1945-2009*!

Congress (Hobson) requires 
elimination of surplus

McNamara

Bush-Gorbachev

First Soviet Test
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Even a single low-yield nuclear explosion is catastrophic.
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U-235 (0.7%) will sustain a fission chain 
reaction if separated into highly enriched 
uranium (HEU, > 20% U-235)

U-238 (99.3%) turns into chain-reacting 
plutonium after it absorbs a neutron 

Nuclear proliferation�
A tale of two isotopes: Two routes to the bomb

Not all HEU and plutonium is in weapons but 
all is potential weapons material 



Global HEU Stockpiles, 2009 �
Fear of nuclear terrorism, has made a major focus of elimination HEU 
research-reactor fuel. But what about HEU use for naval-reactor fuel? �

France’s nuclear navy has switched to low-enriched uranium.
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Global stockpiles of separated plutonium, 2009�
Civilian half originally separated from spent nuclear fuel to start �

plutonium breeder reactors, which failed (thank God!). �
Today reprocessing plants provide off-site destinations for spent fuel �
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An ethical, non-discriminatory approach to �
nuclear disarmament

1.  As a next step, Russia and the U.S. should each reduce to 
less than 1000 total warheads (including non-deployed and 
non-strategic).

2.  Other weapon states should commit not to build up. (China 
is building up modestly. India and Pakistan at full bore.)



And non-proliferation

3. France, the U.K., Japan, India, Russia and China should 
end  reprocessing. We should come to a political agreement 
about where and how to store spent nuclear fuel. (ROK is 
currently claiming the same right to reprocess as Japan.)

4.  Russia, the U.S., France, Germany, the Netherlands, the 
U.K., China, Japan, Brazil and Iran  should put their 
uranium enrichment plants under multi-national control. (The 
U.S. is building 2 to 4 enrichment plants while we try to 
persuade Iran not to.)


